Product Profile

Pure Elements SaltFree Water Conditioning
is smaller and more
effective than old-fashioned
water softeners, and
environmentally sound.
BELOW

Only the
very best American Made
materials are used in each
Pure Elements Whole House
System to ensure optimum
water quality.
BELOW MIDDLE

All Pure
Elements Systems are
custom-fabricated based on
the exact water conditions
in each home.
BELOW BOTTOM

PURE
ELEMENTS
WATER

Taking Control Of Your
Household Water Quality
BY EVA DUELL

WITH COVID -19 SWIRLING AROUND US, creating health fears,

economic strife and environmental concerns, we need to take control
of everything we can. While we languish quarantined inside our
homes, now is the time to reduce our reliance on outside necessities.
Rick Allen has been a visionary for water treatment designed to
give people control of their household water quality. His Newport
Beach company, Pure Elements Water, has helped thousands of
homeowners enjoy safe, high quality water.
Rick and his companies have been customdesigning water systems for more than 40 years.
ABOVE
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Reducing reliance on plastic bottles
and eliminating salt-based technologies, Rick has become recognized as an
expert in providing water quality that
can increase longevity for our population and our planet.
During this pandemic, we are all
experiencing limited supplies of
bottled drinking water and other
health necessities at the supermarket.
Now you can install a system that
elevates your incoming city water to
the healthiest, safest quality. It’s time
to eliminate your reliance on costly
and inconvenient bottled waters. Your
pocketbook, back and our environment will thank you.
The greatest area of exposure to
harmful chemicals occurs while bathing. Carcinogens are in your shower
water and steam, resulting in concentrated exposure through skin and
lungs. Pure Elements custom-designs
whole house filtration and salt-free
water conditioning systems around
each municipality to achieve maximum protection. The result is a luxurious, chemical-free bathing experience
not achieved with generic water filters.
The newly clean water is extremely
beneficial for sensitive skin and hair.
With an epidemic number of
pinhole leaks in copper piping in

Southern California, Pure Elements
has designed systems that successfully
address the core causes. No home with
a Pure Elements’ system installed in
the last twelve years has reported a
further pinhole leak. These homeowners avoided the cost and inconvenience
of replacing their pipes or applying
epoxy linings. It’s a Win-Win – Save
thousands, no disruption, prevent
future pinhole leaks and enjoy high
quality water throughout the home.
Pure Elements proprietary systems
also address hard water issues without
the use of salt or chemicals, protecting
tankless water heaters, appliances,
fixtures and our environment. No
slimy feeling or problems associated
with outdated salt-based systems - 98
out of every 100 systems designed
today by Pure Elements are salt-free.
Control is within reach - Pure
Elements’ proven custom whole house
water systems are recommended by
today’s leading healthcare providers.
They also address hard water issues
without the use of salt or chemicals,
helping to protect our environment.
And Pure Elements Total Property
System also benefits pools, spas, water
features and landscaping. CH		
www.pureelementswater.com,
rick@pureelements.biz.
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